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Wang Mao, who had been silent regularly, stated in a low voice, “After consuming, allow’s 

have a major video game.” 

Wang Mao did not think that he would certainly lose. He had greater attainments in Go 

than many individuals. Just how could he shed to a boy? 

Samuel would not decline such a demand. Otherwise, he would certainly not give face to 

Wang Mao. 

As for who would win during that time, it was one more matter. 

” Grandfather Wang, allow’s drink and eat to our heart’s material. Allow’s deal with once 

again,” Samuel claimed with a smile. 

Wang Mao took the lead in leaving the room with his two pupils. 

Tian Changsheng didn’t respect his age whatsoever. He placed his hand on Samuel’s 

shoulder and stated, “Boy, you’re excellent. If you take it seriously, even Wang Mao can’t 

defeat you. He really did not take it seriously. Exactly how positive are you in the game this 

mid-day?” 

” Old Master, I keep in mind that somebody intends to be apprenticed,” Samuel claimed 

with a smile. 

Tian Changsheng’s expression iced up. He still remembered this. 

It would be shameful for him to be apprenticed at such an old age. Moreover, he was the 

master of the Heavenly family. Although he did not respect the business of the Incredible 

household, he was still the top in the family. It would certainly be difficult for him to be 

apprenticed to a boy. 

” Old Master, you’re such a big shot. You can’t stab in the back your words, can you?” 

Samuel choked Tian Changsheng’s throat with his words, leaving him no chance to refute. 



Tian Changsheng grinned awkwardly and said, “Of course, what I claimed counts, yet Wang 

Mao didn’t do his best, so you won. If you desire me to be your apprentice, you can just 

defeat him in the afternoon.” 

This old individual was trying to get away. 

Nevertheless, Samuel was established to recruit this adherent. 

” Don’t you would like to know just how positive I’ll be able to beat him?” Samuel asked. 

” That’s. The amount of do you have?” Tian Changsheng asked oddly. 

” One hundred percent.” Samuel’s firm tone made Tian Changsheng freeze on the spot. 

Considering Samuel’s back as he left of the door, Tian Changsheng involved his senses as 

well as rushed to chase him. 

” Brat, do not flaunt. If you lose this mid-day, you will certainly lose face.” 

It was nearly 2 p.m. at the birthday banquet, but Tian Changsheng hadn’t showed up yet, 

which puzzled individuals in the place. Obviously, there were likewise lots of people who 

were resentful, however they really did not dare to vent it. After all, this was the birthday 

celebration of Tian Changsheng, so even if he was late, no person dared to state anything. 

” Why hasn’t Master Tian come? Lionel looked around as well as said. 

” No matter whether Tian Changsheng is coming or otherwise. Anyhow, Samuel is not 

coming. I do not understand just how this pinhead really feels currently. Unfortunately, I 

don’t wish to consume anymore. It really feels excellent to see him kneel down for me.” 

Harvey claimed with a smile. 

Yara covered her mouth and laughed, saying, “Why are you in such a hurry? He has to stoop 

each time he sees you, as well as you are not in a hurry.” 

” That’s true.” Harvey responded proudly as well as sighed, “There’s still a long way to go. If 

he attempts to go back on his word, I’ll damage his legs.” 

Currently, the place instantly ended up being dynamic, and many individuals stood up as 

well as greeted them with a smile. 



” Good to satisfy you, Master Tian.” 

” Wish old Master of the Divine family has a long life of a hundred years and also a lengthy 

life of Nanshan.” 

” Wish old Master is healthy and balanced. Each year, there will certainly be a new day.” 

Among the lovely true blessings, there were additionally lots of voices of doubt. It was due 

to the fact that there was a young man that complied with Tian Changsheng right into the 

place, as well as he looked unfamiliar. He really did not appear like a member of the 

Heavenly Household. 

” That is this young man? He really mosted likely to the sector with the old master.” 

” It seems that the old master believes extremely highly of him. Otherwise, just how could he 

be so close?” 

” Ah, I wonder which young and also handsome male he’s from, to be valued by the lord 

master. He’s so lucky.” 

Among the voices of complication, only the Sue family members did not speak because they 

were already stunned. 

The old woman of the Sue Family, Harvey, Yara, and Yvonne were all stunned. 

This was because the young man they were discussing was none besides Samuel! 

 


